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In the last years, the data of microarrays has not only gained a great importance but also it 
is availability for the public has increase. The "omics" technologies allow quantitative 
knowledge of hundreds of biological data of complex nature and have enabled the opportunity 
of study simultaneously, based on multiple datasets, the expression levels of thousands of genes 
over the effects of certain treatments or diseases. However, the joint analysis of the different 
subspaces that generate these technologies and their relations is not simple. Several statistical 
methods have been developed to handle these problems and to calculate a consensus from data 
matrices. STATIS-ACT is one of the families of methods that are concerned with analysis of 
data arising from several configurations and is a powerful technique to compare subspaces. The 
aim of this paper is to combine STATIS-ACT and Biplot methodology to study the relationships 
between genes expressions of multiple microarrays platforms from NCI-60 database. We found 
the Euclidean image of the compromise generated by the STATIS-ACT methodology from 
scalar products of the individual studies indicated that the cell- lines originating from the colon, 
leukemia, melanoma and CNS were grouped. In contrast, the breast cancer cell line present high 
heterogeneity. The projected genes in compromise were grouped into six groups using cluster 
algorithm and the relationship was established between groups of genes and of cell lines types. 
The genes with strongest association to a cell line were those projected in the same direction and 
they were over-expressed in these cell lines.  Finally, text mining and network building tools 
were used to establishing relationships between selected genes and those reported in the 
literature associated with cancer. The results obtained confirmed the capabilities of the proposed 
methodology to selected genes, detect the best classification and to the study relationships 
between cell lines tissue and gene expression in transcriptomes studies. 
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